ANR's (absolute neighbourhood retracts). Let B'QA' where A' is a compactum, and let/: (A, B)~>(A\ B') be a map such that ƒ | (A -B)
is a homeomorphism onto A 1 -B'. Thus A 1 is homeomorphic to the space defined in terms of A, B, B' and the map g =ƒ | B by identifying each point b€EB with gbÇzB'. K. Borsuk [3] has shown that A' is locally contractible. It is therefore an ANR if dim A'< oo. The main purpose of this note is to prove, without this restriction on dim A f :
We also derive some simple consequences of this theorem. For example, it follows that the homotopy extension theorem, in the form in which the image space is arbitrary, may be extended 2 from maps of polyhedra to maps of compact ANR's, P and QQP. That is to say, if f 0 :P--*X is a given map, the space X being arbitrary, and if gt'-Q->X is a deformation of go-folQ, then there is a homotopy /,:P-^Z,suchthat/,|(2 = ^.Forleti?=:(PX0)U((3XJ)CPXJandlet h:R->X be given by h(p, 0) =/ 0 £, h(q, t)~g t q (pEP, sGÖ). Since QXI is (obviously) a compact ANR it follows from Theorem 1, with A=*QXI, 5 = ÇX0, J3'=PX0, A'~R that R is an ANR. Therefore R is a retract of some open set UQPXl* If Bl Z7->i ? is a retraction, then hd: U-+X is an extension of hiR-^X throughout U. This is all we need for the homotopy extension theorem (see [5, pp. 86, 87] 8 That is, a complex of the sort defined in [6] , and in a forthcoming book by S. Eilenberg and N. E. Steenrod. 4 For example, gB n (ZB' n for each » = 0, 1, • • • , where K n denotes the w-section of a complex, K, or A n (Z.B, gBÇ.B' n for a particular value of n.
By way of proof it is sufficient to add a few comments to a standard proof of the homotopy extension. (See [5, pp. 86, 87] .) Let i? = (PXO) V(QXI) CPXI and let h:R-^M be given by h(p, 0) =/ 0 £, h(q, t) = g t q (pÇzP, 2GO). If P is a polyhedron and Q a sub-polyhedron, then R is a polyhedron and hence a neighbourhood retract of P XI (in fact R is a deformation retract of PXI).
Therefore h can be extended throughout some neighbourhood, UC.PXI, of R, as it can be if M is an ANR and P, Q arbitrary compacta. There is a neighbourhood, V(ZP, of Q such that VXIC.U. Since () is compact we may take V to be the neighbourhood given by ô(p, Q) <p, for some p>0, where à(P> P') ' ls a distance function in P. On following the argument given by Hurewicz and Wallman [5, pp. 86, 87] it is easily seen that the extension f t :P-*M is an (e+e')-deformation provided p is sufficiently small.
We now proceed to prove Theorem 3 by showing that X is LC*, as defined by Lefschetz. 5 Given €>0 let rj' = rj(e/2)/4:, p' =p(rj f )/2 f where rj is an extension function 6 for Y and p(rj') means the same as in the condition (a). Let
We shall prove that £(€) = **{£l(*),P'} is an extension function for X. Let K be a finite simplicial complex and L(ZK a sub-complex, which contains all the vertices of K. Let g:L-*X be a partial relization of K, whose mesh does not exceed 5(c). We first assume that sQL if g(sC\L) C.X -V p >> where s is the closure of any simplex in K. Let KiQK be the sub-complex consisting of all the (closed) simplexes, sÇzK, such that g(sP\L) meets V p >. Then K~KiUL.
Let Li -KiCML, gi = g|Z,i. Then it is sufficient to prove that gi can be extended to a full realization, fi:Ki->X, whose mesh does not exceed e. For since KiC\L = Lu /i|Li = g|l/i, the desired realization, ƒ:K-^X, will be given by/|i-ft/|JBTi-Zi. Clearly £(e) ^s£i(e) and we shall prove this special case on the weaker assumption that the mesh of g:L-^X does not exceed £i(e).
Since Since/^j (^'-JS') is single-valued and since f~lB'~B and ^|j3 = l it follows that 6 t is single-valued. It is therefore continuous. 6 Since 0*|j3' = l and the diameter of the trajectory, \f/ t a, of any point aÇzA is less than X(e) it follows that 6 t is an e-deformation. Also 0i(ƒ£/"") =/^i J7 M =ƒ£ OB'.
Therefore d^B'KJfU») ~B'. Since ƒ| (A -B) is a homeomorphism onto A'-B'
and fBCB' it follows that B'\JfU" is an open subset of 4'. For
f(A-U,) = f{(A -B) -(U, -B)} = A' -B' -f(U" -B) = A'-(B'KJfU,).
But A -Up is compact, whence f(A -Up) is closed and B'KJfUy. open.
• See §5 below. After replacing X by a homeomorph, if necessary, we assume that it has no point in common with F 0 and we unite X, F 0 in the space, Q~XUYo> of which X and F 0 , each with its own topology, are closed subspaces. Then F has the identification topology 6 determined by the map \p: Q-+Y, where ^|X=</>, ^| F p = l. Let £<:X-*X be a homotopy such that £ 0 = 1, %t\Xo~l, ^iX==X 0 and let £* be extended throughout Q by taking £t|F 0 = l. Let rç*»^^*-" 1 : F->F. Clearly iM F-Fo is single-valued. Also i/r 1 F 0 = X 0 U F 0 . Since &| Z 0 VJ F 0 -1 it follows that 7] t is single-valued and hence continuous. 6 Obviously 770 = 1, Vt\ Fo = l, 7]]F= Fo, which establishes the lemma.
Therefore there is a p(e) >0 such that
Notice that the topology of F certainly satisfies the above condition if X is compact (that is, bi-compact) and if F is a Hausdorff space. For let this be so and let FQ Y be such that <f>~lF and FC\ Fo are both closed. Then <j)-l F is compact, whence <j><t>~~lF is also compact and hence closed. But ^><i>~lF^Fr\(j>X and
whence F is closed. The converse follows from the continuity of 4> and the fact that F 0 is closed. We now turn to Theorem 2. We recall that f:(A f B)->(il', B') is such that/| {A -B) is a homeomorphism onto A'-B' and g=f\B is a homotopy equivalence. Replacing A, A' by homeomorphs, if necessary, we assume that no two of the spaces A, A', AXl have a point in common. We form the mapping cylinder, T, of the map ƒ by identifying (a, 0)QA XI with a and (a, 1) with/aG-4' for each 9 a£<4. The theorem will follow when we have proved that A is a deformation retract 10 
of T. Let C=(A X0)KJ(BXI).
Then C is an ANR, as shown in §1. Let ô 8 :AXl-+AXl be the retracting deformation of -4X1 onto -4X0, which is given by 5 s (a, t) = (a, / -st) (0<s^l). Then 5 S C(ZC and it follows that C is a deformation retract 10 5. Note on identification spaces. 11 Let <j>:P->X be a map of a space P onto a space X, which has the identification topology determined by <£. That is to say a subset XoC-X* is closed (open) if, and only if, (j>~lXo is closed (open). A subset PoQP is said to be saturated (with respect to </ >) if, and only if, Po=0~WV Therefore XoQX is closed if, and only if, it is the image under 0 of a saturated closed set p o =0-iX o . If P is compact and if X is a Hausdorff space then X certainly has the identification topology determined by $. For in this case, if PoQP is closed, and hence compact, <t>Po is compact, and hence closed, whether P 0 is saturated or not.
Let ƒ :P-*Z be a map of P in any space Z. Then it is easily verified that Q 0 is an open subset of Q, which is saturated with respect to \p. Therefore qo is contained in a saturated open set, VQQ, such that V is a compact subset of Qo. Let U be the totality of all points, ££P, such that pXTCW.
Then poGU and UXVCW, whence (*o, yo) G <t>U X fV « A(Z7 X F) C W and the lemma will follow when we have proved that U is a saturated, open subset of P. If Xo, Fo are any subsets of X, F we have h^^XoX F 0 ) ^""^o X^Fo, whence tfrW X F C <TW X f/rhfV = fr* 1 *^ X V) C A-1 *!^ = IF. 
